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would appear that the intention is really to be inferred
mainly from the degree and object of the annexation (h).
Where an article has been attached to the land and
cannot be removed without serious injury to the soil
and premises, it is a fixture, and the object of the attach-
ment is irrelevant (i), but the difficulty arises in cases in
which, although there is some attachment, the article
can be removed without any great damage to the land
or buildings ; then it is a fixture, if the attachment is
intended to be permanent or to make the buildings or
land more valuable for the particular purpose for which
it is used, or as it is sometimes put, the better enjoyment
of the estate (/).
It is not a fixture, if it is attached for a temporary
purpose only and for its more convenient use as a chattel,
or if it is not necessary for the manufacture carried out
on the premises (k).	>j~r~***
Although the rule laid down3j3j»ve"ap\1(5ars to be well
established by the numerous-decisions citedT^^t times
exceedingly difficult to understand how th&
to apply the rule to the? facts in any particuR;^
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(h) Ho^o^^a^Gornnef (supra) at p. 193, and see aKJ«wfrm'^ v-
Western Countie$£*Q*mal Manure Co., [1920] 2 Ch. 97 ; 3j. ju^est 196,
3325. But see the contrasted cases of Lyon 6- Co. v. Londo, < City <iv
Midland Bank, [1903] 2 K.B. 135; 31 Digest 188, 32?3, and Vaudeville
Electric Cinema, Ltd. v. Muriset, [1923] 2 Ch. 74 ; 35 Digest 307, 550,
in the first of which tip-up chairs fastened to the ftoor by screws were
held not to be fixtures whereas in the second, similar chairs fixed in a
similar way were held to be fixtures, the only fact leading to the
distinction being that in the first the chairs were hired for a short period
with an option of purchase and in the second were owned by the
person affixing.
(i)  Wake v. Hall (1883), 8 App. Gas. 195 ;   31 Digest 205, 3464.
(j) Wiltshear v. Cottyell (1853), 1 E. <& B. 674 ; 31 Digest 184, 3183 ;
Mather v. Eraser (1856), 2 K. & J. 536 ; 31 Digest 183, 3/70 ; Walmsley
v. Milne (1859), 7 C.B.N.S. 115 ; 31 Digest 190, 3252 ; Climie v. Wood
(1868), L.R. 3 Ex. 257; 31 Digest 182, 3164 ; Longbottom v. Berry
(1869), L.R. 5 Q.B. 123; 31 Digest 191, 3256 ; Hobson v. Gorringe,
[1897] 1 Ch. 182, C.A. ; 31 Digest 187, 3224 ; Crossley Brothers, Ltd.v.
Lee. [1908] 1 K.B. 86 ; 31 Digest 193, 3286 ; Harwich v. Symond (1915),
84 LJ. K.B. 1083, C.A. ; 31 Digest 189, 3234 ; Pole-Cavew v. Western
Counties & General Manure Co., [1920] 2 Ch. 97 ; 31 Digest 196, 3325.
(k) Parsons v. Hind (1866), 14 W.R. 860; 31 Digest 189, 3240 ;
Ckamberlavm v. Collins (1894), 70 L.T. 217, C.A. ; 31 Digest 190, 3250.

